Introduction
The supplementary information Text S1 includes the FORTRAN code for the KT17 dynamic magnetic field model for Mercury's magnetosphere. Heliocentric distance in astronomical units [AU] , magnetic disturbance index, and position in units of Mercury radii [R M ] are set in the main program. The code will output the magnetic field vector in units of nano-Tesla [nT] . 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine KT17_BFIELD !-----------------------------------------------------------------------
! subroutine kt17_bfield (n,x_a,y_a,z_a,bx_a,by_a,bz_a) implicit none include 'kt17_common.f90' integer*4 n,id_a(n),mode,msm,noshield,id,i real*8 x_a(n),y_a(n),z_a(n) real*8
x,y,z real*8 x_mso,y_mso,z_mso real*8 bx_mso,by_mso,bz_mso real*8 bx_msm,by_msm,bz_msm real*8 bx_dcf,by_dcf,bz_dcf real*8 bx_dsk,by_dsk,bz_dsk real*8 bx_slb,by_slb,bz_slb real*8 bx_a(n),by_a(n),bz_a(n) (xmsm,ymsm,zmsm,bx,by,bz) ! calculates components of dipole field ! ! input parameters: x,y,z -msm coordinates in rm (1 rm = 2440 km) ! ! output parameters: bx,by,bz -field components in msm system, in nanotesla. ! compute field components p=xmsm**2 u=zmsm**2 v=3.0d0*zmsm*xmsm t=ymsm**2 q=mu/sqrt(p+t+u)**5 bx=q*((t+u-2.0d0*p)*sps-v*cps) by=-3.0d0*ymsm*q*(xmsm*sps+zmsm*cps) bz=q*((p+t-2.0d0*u)*cps-v*sps) (n,r,x,y,z,bx,by,bz) implicit none integer*4 jmax,kmax,j,k,n,o real*8 r(n),x,y,z real*8 c(n),p(n),cypj,sypj,szpk,czpk,sqpp,epp real*8 hx,hy,hz real*8 bx,by,bz
hx=-sqpp*epp*cypj*szpk hy=+epp*sypj*szpk*p(j) hz=-epp*cypj*czpk*p(k) bx=bx+hx*c((j-1)*kmax+k) by=by+hy*c((j-1)*kmax+k) bz=bz+hz*c((j-1)*kmax+k) enddo enddo return end (xmsm,ymsm,zmsm,bx,by,bz) ! calculates msm components of the field from a t01-like 'long-module' equatorial ! current disk with a 'hole' in the center and a smooth inner edge ! (see tsyganenko, jgra, v107, no a8, doi 10.1029/2001ja000219, 2002, fig.1 
-basic (minimal) half-thickness ! deltadx -sunward expansion factor for the current sheet thickness ! deltady -flankward expansion factor for the current sheet thickness ! x,y,z -msm coordinates ! !------------output parameters: ! bx,by,bz -field components in msm system, in nanotesla. dex=exp(x/7.0d0) d=d0_sc+deltady_sc*(y/20.0d0)**2+deltadx_sc*dex ! the last term makes the ! sheet thicken sunward, to dddy=deltady_sc*y*0.005d0 ! avoid problems in the ! subsolar region dddx=deltadx_sc/7.0d0*dex dzeta=sqrt(z**2+d**2) ! this is to spread out the ! sheet in z direction over ! finite thickness 2d ddzetadx=d*dddx/dzeta ddzetady=d*dddy/dzeta ddzetadz=z/dzeta bx=0.0d0 by=0.0d0 bz=0.0d0
ds1dx=ds1drho*drhodx+ds1ddz*ddzetadx ds1dy=ds1drho*drhody+ds1ddz*ddzetady ds1dz=ds1ddz*ddzetadz ds2dx=ds2drho*drhodx+ds2ddz*ddzetadx ds2dy=ds2drho*drhody+ds2ddz*ddzetady ds2dz=ds2ddz*ddzetadz s1ts2=s1*s2 s1ps2=s1+s2 s1ps2sq=s1ps2**2 fac1=sqrt(s1ps2sq-(2.0d0*bi)**2) as=fac1/(s1ts2*s1ps2sq) dasds1=(1.0d0/(fac1*s2)-as/s1ps2*(s2*s2+s1*(3.0d0*s1+4.0d0*s2)))/(s1*s1ps2) dasds2=(1.0d0/(fac1*s1)-as/s1ps2*(s1*s1+s2*(3.0d0*s2+4.0d0*s1)))/(s2*s1ps2) dasdx=dasds1*ds1dx+dasds2*ds2dx dasdy=dasds1*ds1dy+dasds2*ds2dy dasdz=dasds1*ds1dz+dasds2*ds2dz bx=bx-f(i)*x*dasdz by=by-f(i)*y*dasdz bz=bz+f(i)*(2.0d0*as+x*dasdx+y*dasdy) enddo return end (xmsm,ymsm,zmsm,bx,by,bz) ! calculates msm components of the field from an equatorial harris-type current ! sheet, slowly expanding sunward
-basic (minimal) half-thickness ! deltadx -sunward expansion factor for the current sheet thickness ! deltady -flankward expansion factor for the current sheet thickness ! scalex -e-folding distance for the sunward expansion of the current sheet ! scaley -scale distance for the flankward expansion of the current sheet ! zshift -z shift of image sheets ! x,y,z -msm coordinates ! !------------output parameters: ! bx,by,bz -field components in msm system, in nanotesla. return end !******************************************* ! Save the following code as kt17_common.f90 !******************************************* n_dipshld,n_diskshld,n_slabshld parameter (n_taildisk=15,n_dipshld=20,n_diskshld=42,n_slabshld=42) common /par / mu,tilt,pdip,psun,rdx,rdy,rdz,rss,r0,alfa,tamp1,tamp2,d0, & deltadx,deltady,scalex,scaley,zshift,r_taildisk,r_dipshld,r_diskshld rhel,act !******************************************* ! Save the following code as kt17_param.f90 !******************************************* ! ! *** Parameters v1.0 *** ! 
